
Not just underwear.
Undercare.

We’re bridging the gap between underwear and feminine care
in our mission to create healthier skin-layer basics for women.
No more synthetics. No more discomfort. 



Vulva loving,
intimate friendly
underwear

Protected with Minerals
A functional fiber using pharma graded zinc oxide

smartcel™ sensitive is an innovative fiber permanently
embedded with zinc oxide. Zinc oxide possesses antibacterial
and odor-reducing properties to protect the garment and ensure
long-lasting performance.

Sensitive Design
Friendly for your nether-regions!

Our unique liner is the first of its kind with fuller coverage,
greater support, and freedom from uncomfortable gusset seams
that lead to sensory overload.

Woman-owned & tested
Inclusive design and size range

Designed and crafted by women, for women, all styles are
extensively wear-tested across the full size range from 2XS to
3XL.

Botanic Origins
Sustainably derived from mother nature

TENCEL™ Lyocell fibers are derived from sustainably managed
forests. TENCEL™ Modal x Micro fibers are mainly manufactured
from the renewable raw material beech wood, sourced from
sustainable forests in Austria and neighboring countries. In
addition, smartcel™ sensitive is made from FSC certified wood.



CORE COLOURS

SIZE RANGE

2XS     XS       S       M       L       XL     2XL     3XL

STYLES

 Mineral 
Undies

Outer: 90% TENCEL™ Modal Micro, 10% Spandex
Inner: 88% TENCEL™ Lyocell, 10% Lyocell (smartcel™
sensitive), 2% Spandex

Wholesale $14
Retail $28



Thong
A mid-rise, ultra comfortable thong
style that is the first of its kind with
a full coverage liner that extends
all the way back to the tailbone!

Cheeky
A mid-rise, mid-coverage style
that’s mimicked after a bikini
bottom for a flattering bum cut. Full
coverage, zinc oxide infused liner.

Brief
A high-rise, fan favourite for its
incredible comfort. Our brief is one
of our best sellers with a full
coverage liner that extends from
the top of the waistband to mid-
bum. 

Low Profile
Thong
A low to mid rise 2.0 version of our
original Thong, the Low Profile
Thong also has a full coverage
liner but doesn’t have a waistband
and has lower profile seams for
avoiding VPL.



Boxer
This is the one for lounging, period days, and
just being comfy all around. The boxer is a mid-
rise that can be worn at the hip bones or up
higher, and covers the bum fully. The thicker
waist band mimics a boy's boxer and the zinc
liner keeps you fresh all day.



Say hello to the Huha High Rise Thong! 

This baby is designed after our Low Profile Thong with

barely there seams and a super flattering,

 high-rise cut.

 

The Mineral liner is made with breathable TENCEL™

Lyocell fibers enhanced with smartcel™ sensitive, a

functional fiber using pharma graded zinc oxide.

Together, these sustainable, soft fibers deflect

bacteria and keep you fresher, longer.

 

As always, this style is designed for the ultimate

comfort down there, with a full-coverage seam free

lining that extends from above the pubic area back to

the tailbone.
 
 
 

High Rise Thong 



CORE COLOURS

SIZE RANGE

2XS     XS       S       M       L       XL     2XL     3XL

 Mineral 
Bras

Outer: 90% TENCEL™ Modal Micro, 10% Spandex
Inner: 88% TENCEL™ Lyocell, 10% Lyocell (smartcel™
sensitive), 2% Spandex

Wholesale $22
Retail $44



Tata
Tata is our first ever
bralette! Cause we’re
all ready to say
goodbye to underwire
forever, this metal-free
bra with the same Zinc
Infused lining as our
undies its perfect
keeping you fresher,
longer and is built for
comfort. 



Accessories



Mineral Masks
A mask that lets you breathe and keeps you
maskne-free! This zinc lined mask is
adjustable at the sides for all faces &
shapes. 

MSRP | $16
Wholesale | $8

Outer fabric: 90% TENCEL™ Modal Micro,
10% Spandex
Inner fabric: 88% TENCEL™ Lyocell, 10%
Lyocell (smartcel™ sensitive), 2% Spandex

Undie Wash
The new and improved Undie Wash in a
16oz bottle! It is an all-natural alternative to
laundry soap and ditches harmful, toxic
chemicals. It fills the laundry room with
Eucalyptus Lavender and is great for
machine and hand washing all delicates.

MSRP | $32
Wholesale | $16

Ingredients: Aqua, Cocos Nucifera Oil,
Potassium Hydroxide, Olea Europaea Fruit
Oil, Tocopherol, Lavandula Angustifolia Oil,
Eucalyptus Globulus Leaf Oil.

Wash Bag
Keep your Huhas safe in the wash cycle and
separate from your tumble dryer in our 100%
recycled polyester wash bag. Zips to close
and holds up to 6 pairs in the wash. 

MSRP | $12
Wholesale | $6

Made of 100% Recyled Polyester



48 Pairs of Mineral Undies
Thong, Brief, Cheeky, & LP
Colours: 2 of your choice
Sizes: 1 S, 2 M, 2 L, 1 XL

 

Package
Huha

A
Package

Huha

B
Package

Huha

C
$709

+ Free 
Shipping 

$1100
+ 10 Bonus
Wash Bags 

$1700
+ Huha
Display

60 Pairs of Mineral Undies
Thong, Brief, Cheeky

Colours: 2 of your choice
Sizes: 1 XS, 2 S, 2 M, 2 L, 2 XL. 1 2XL

 
12 Mineral Bras, Tata

Colours: 2 of your choice
Sizes: 1 XS, 1 S, 1 M, 1 L, 1 XL, 1 2XL

90 Pairs of Mineral Undies
Thong, Brief, Cheeky

Colours: Black, Beige, Grey
Sizes: 1 XS, 2 S, 2 M, 2 L, 2 XL. 1 2XL

 
20 Mineral Bras, Tata

Colours: 2 of your choice
Sizes: 1 XS, 2 S, 2 M, 2 L, 2 XL, 1 2XL


